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LARRY RACHLEFF, music director 

Sunday, November 4, 2001 

8:00 p.m . 

Stude Concert Hall 

RICE UNNERSITY 



PROGRAM 

"Egmont" Overture Ludwig van Beethoven 
(1770-1827) 

James Gaffigan, conductor 

Ma Mere L'Oye: Cinq pieces enfantines 

Pavane de la Belle au Bois dormant. Lent 
Petit Poucet. Tres modere 
Laideronnette, Imperatrice des Pagodes. 

Mouvement de Marche 
Les entretiens de la Belle et de la Bete. 

Mouvement de Valse modere 
Le jardin feerique. Lent et grave 

David In-Jae Cho, conductor 

INTERMISSION 

Suite from "Pulcinella" 

Sinfonie. Allegro moderato 
Serenata. Larghetto 
Scherzino. Allegro -Andantino 
Tarantella 
Toccata. Allegro 
Gavotta con due variazioni. 

Allegro moderato-Allegretto 
Vivo 
Finale. Allegro assai 

Maurice Ravel 
(1875-1937) 

Igor Stravinsky 
(1882-1971) 

In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please 
check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces. 
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited. 
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SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

Violin I Double Bass Contrabasson 
Kirsten Smith, David Campbell, Christopher Mayer 

concertmaster principal 
Christine Hauptly Anthony Flynt Horn 

Aaron Hilsinger Erik Gron/or Sarah Bach 

Gillian Clements Gregory Davis 

Tor Johan B@en Flute Johanna Lalka 

Linling Hsu Michael Gordon Christopher Shelburne 

Lisa Jaklitsch 
Blake Slansky 

Violin II Allison Jewett Trumpet 
Jeremy Preston, Joel Luks Ryan Barwise 

principal Michael Sapienza 
Pamela Yu Piccolo 
Ann Miller Michael Gordon Trombone 

Martin Shultz Allison Jewett Carson Keeble 

Emily Senturia 
Harp 

Elissa Wagman Oboe 
Faith Porter 

AdamDinitz 
Viola Carla Parodi Celeste 
Sheldon Person, Lamija Ta/am Pi-Ju Chiang 

principal 
Michele Gunn English Horn Timpani and 

Megan Ferguson AdamDinitz Percussion 

Synnove Marlow Evan Bertrand 

Daphne Gerling Clarinet Tzu-Chun Chen 

Hsing-Hui Hsu Cory Cousins 

Cello Stephanie King Daniel Gould 

Mara Kronick, Meghan McCurdy Shaun Ti/burg 

principal Orchestra Manager 
Lydia Rubrecht Bassoon Martin Merritt 
Rebecca Wenham Christopher Mayer 
Laura Love Larissa Michalski Orchestra Librarian 
Tomoko Fujita Anne Marie Power Kaaren Fleisher 

WINDS, BRASS, AND PERCUSSION LISTED ALPHABETICALLY. 

STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT. 

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS 

Thursday, December 6, 8:00 p .m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Grieg- Holberg Suite; Balcom - Commedia; 
and Beethoven - Symphony No. 2. Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Friday, December 7, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Larry Rachleff, conductor; James Gaffigan, guest conductor PROGRAM: Mussorgsky
Introduction to "Khovantchina"; Rachmaninoff- Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini, 
Op. 43 ( Jon Kimura Parker, soloist); and Rachmaninoff- Symphonic Dances, Op. 45. 
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 



PROGRAM NOTES 

"Egmont" Overture . . Ludwig van Beethoven 

In 1809 Beethoven was given the opportunity to collaborate with 
Goethe when he was asked to write incidental music for Goethe's play 
Egmont. The story concerns a Flemish nobleman who predicted the tri
umph of the Netherlanders over their Spanish oppressors and was exe
cuted for leading the uprising of the people. Beethoven composed the 
overture for Egmont between 1809 and 1810, and the music conveys dra
matic themes such as heroism, martyrdom, and self-sacrifice. The over
ture begins with characterizations of the Spanish oppressor, the Duke 
of Alba, and the radical and rebellious passions of the Count Egmont. 
Beethoven uses the juxtaposition of major and minor keys to heighten the 
dramatic qualities and bring a sense of fate to the music. The allegro sec
tion concludes with the depiction of Count Egmont's execution. The re
mainder of the overture represents the triumph of Egmont's spirit and 
the success of his people's uprising over the Spaniards. Beethoven ac
complishes this by emphasizing the strong tonic-dominant cadences in 
Fmajor. 

Ma Mere L'Oye: Cinq pieces enfantines . Maurice Ravel 

The Mother Goose pieces were originally a piano duet, entitled Ma 
Mere L'Oye: Four Pieces for Four Hands. Ravel composed this duet in 
1910 and then orchestrated the four original pieces as a ballet for the 
Theatre des Arts in Paris in 1911, drawing inspiration from children's 
literature of the 17th and 18th centuries and adding some new musical 
material. He used stories by Charles Perrault, the Comtesse d'Aulroy, 
and Marie Leprince de Beaumont. Perrault's collection of fairy tales, 
published in 1697, included a placard on the title page: Contes de Ma Mere 
l'Oye (Tales of My Mother [the} Goose), which inspired both Ravel's title 
and the traditional identification of these stories as "Mother Goose" 
stories. The Cinq pieces enfantines (Five pieces for children) comprise 
a suite for orchestral concert performance which does not exactly follow 
the order of the scenes in the ballet. 

The first movement, the Pavane of the Sleeping Beauty, is associated 
with the section in the ballet where the Good Fairy, disguised as an old 
woman, reveals her true identity and enlists two young boys to guard the 
sleeping Princess Florine, who has fallen into a deep sleep after pricking 
her finger on the spindle of an enchanted spinning wheel. 

The next movement, Tom Thumb, tells of a woodcutter's seven chil
dren who get lost in the woods. Tom Thumb consoles them by telling of 
the trail of crumbs he has left to guide them home. Quick motives in the 
highest registers of the violins illustrate the birds feasting on the crumbs, 
and the lost children go sadly on their way. 

The third movement, Laideronnette, Empress of the Pagodas, is brill
iant in color and character. The little empress takes a bath, and the in
habitants of her island entertain her with exotic tunes. The use of the pen
tatonic scale and chimes call to mind the sounds of music of the Far East. 
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The Conversations of Beauty and the Beast is a slow waltz which is 
disturbed by the Beast's gruff pleas, splendidly depicted by the contrabas
soon in a rare solo passage. The rumblings intensify as the lower strings 
join in, and the transformation of the Beast is heard in the closing bars. 

The final movement, also the ballet's final scene, takes place in the 
Enchanted Garden. A cupid guides Prince Charming to Sleeping Beauty 
as she awakens and the characters all gather around as the Good Fairy 
gives her blessing to the young couple. 

Suite from "Pulcinella". . Igor Stravinsky 

In the years following the Russian Revolution, Igor Stravinsky faced 
permanent exile from his native land. In 1919, Sergei Diaghilev, for whom 
Stravinsky had written the ballets The Firebird, Petroushka, and The Rite 
of Spring, asked Stravinsky to write a ballet inspired by the 16th-century 
Italian commedia dell'arte characters and based on music of the 18th
century Italian composer Giovanni Battista Pergolesi. In the ballet, the 
character Pulcinella has stolen the hearts of all the local girls. The young 
men of the village, stricken with jealousy, conspire to murder him. Pulci
nella disguises himself and substitutes a double, who then feigns death. 
When the young men believe they are rid of Pulcinella and come to claim 
their sweethearts, Pulcinella reveals himself and arranges marriages for 
all of them. 

Diaghilev gave Stravinsky a collection of little-known manuscripts 
by Pergolesi (later research discovered that some of them were by Per
golesi 's contemporary, Domenico Gallo). Stravinsky began work on the 
project and decided to preserve the original melodies and bass lines. He 
found himself rediscovering a tenderness for 18th-century classicism. As 
the composer writes in his Expositions, "Pulcinella was my discovery of 
the past, the epiphany through which the whole of my late work became 
possible. It was a backward look, of course - the first of many love af 
fairs in that direction - but it was a look in the mirror, too." 

The suite begins with the Sinfonia (Overture), a wonderful example 
of an allegro movement of 18th century music with its sturdy cadences 
and ornamentation. The Serenata's simple rhythms and larghetto tempo 
feature beautiful solos in the oboe and strings. The serenata leads di
rectly into the third movement, a combination of Scherzino, Allegro, and 
Andantino. The Scherzino offers a playful relay among the strings, wood
winds, and brass. There are two drastic meter changes that occur very 
quickly, leading into the Allegro. These quick changes are a typical fea
ture of Stravinsky's music, and they help to emphasize the start of the new 
section. The Andantino begins with a simple melody passed around the 
orchestra. The Tarantella whirls through with a perpetual line of eighth
notes. One can imagine a party of people energetically dancing during a 
festival. The pandemonium quickly switches into the Toccata, which serves 
as a playful interlude before the more serious Gavotta con due varazioni. 
The Vivo serves as some comic relief in an already humorous piece. 
Stravinsky utilizes the unique capabilities of the trombone and the sound 
quality of the bass to create a jovial sound. The final movement begins 



with the Minuetto. It offers a moment of rest within the excitement of the 

suite. The processional music builds up to a climax at the Finale, which 

offers a thicker concentration of "Stravinsky-isms." We hear rhythms that 

are furious and complicated, harmonies that depart from traditional to

nality, melodies that hint of folk music, and repetition on all levels that 

heightens the dramatic qualities. 
- Notes by Kathryn Giorgio 

BIOGRAPHIES 

JAMES GAFFIGAN is currently enrolled in his first year of graduate 

conducting studies at the Shepherd School of Music as a student of Larry 

Rachleff. For the past two summers he attended the Aspen Music School 

as an Academy Conductor. He recently received the Aspen Robert Harth 

conducting prize, which serves as an invitation to return to the festival in 

the summer of 2002. Mr. Gaffigan was also invited to Tanglewood last 

summer as a conducting fellowship student. In 2000 he received the first 

ever Benjamin Zander Conducting Fellowship from the Boston Philhar

monic, which granted him a budget of $10,000, provided him the means 

to travel, and gave him the opportunity to conduct a full-scale production 

of a Mozart opera scenes recital at the New England Conservatory of 

Music. Last year Mr. Gaffigan was invited to audition for the position 

of assistant conductor of the Los Angeles Philharmonic. He is currently 

one of the semi-finalists for the Music Director position of the New York 

Youth Symphony. Mr. Gaffigan holds degrees and diplomas from the New 

England Conservatory of Music, the Juilliard Preparatory School, and 

the LaGuardia High School of Music and Art in New York City. His pri

mary conducting teachers have been David Zinman, Benjamin Zander, 

Frank Battisti, Robert Spano, Murry Sidlin, and Jorma Panula. 

DAVID IN-JAE CHO is currently in his second year as a graduate 

conducting student of Larry Rachleff at the Shepherd School of Music. 

In 1999 Mr. Cho was a Conducting Fellow at Tanglewood, where he was 

coached by Robert Spano, Jorma Panula, Seiji Ozawa, and Andre Previn. 

At Tanglewood he was assistant conductor for the production of Puccini's 

Gianni Schicchi and participated in the Family Concert Seminar with 

actor Eric Booth, producing two family concerts. Mr. Cho is a graduate 

of the Oberlin and Peabody Conservatories where he studied piano with 

Robert Shannon and Robert McDonald and conducting with Louis Lane. 
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